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INTRODUCTION

The body core temperature is maintained daily within a narrow range, despite wide variations in environmental (ambient) conditions and activity levels. In fact, the body core temperature is so consistent that for centuries physicians have used deviation from this normal temperature as an indication of a departure from the healthy state. Maintenance of a normal temperature and the normal variations of the circadian and lunar rhythms are achieved by changes in all physiological systems, one of the most important of which is alteration in skin blood flow. In response to the perception of skin temperature, behavioral adjustments are made in clothing, environment, or both, to avoid sweating or shivering (ie, to maintain the core level). When exposed to more extreme environmental conditions, powerful physiological effector mechanisms are called into play to defend against hyperthermia and hypothermia. Active vasodilation of blood vessels of the skin and secretion of sweat keep body temperature within a few degrees of normal even in severe conditions of increased ambient temperature, such as marathon running on a hot day. On the other hand, the defenses against hypothermia are less effective. Individuals exposed to severe cold are unable to maintain thermal steady states for extended periods despite maximum vasoconstriction and high rates of shivering.

REGULATION OF BODY HEAT CONTENT

The physics of heat loss following cold water immersion dictate a more rapid drop in core temperature than from exposure to a cold air environment. Figure 17-1 illustrates the dramatic difference in body (core) temperature drop when the same individual was exposed alternately to 0°C air and immersed in 10°C water. Magnitude of heat loss and eventual decrease in core temperature depends to a great extent on how much of the body is actually immersed. In the following discussion, immersion is defined as submerged to the neck.

When a body is immersed in water it is obvious that evaporative and radiant heat exchange can no longer occur between the subject and the environment. The major heat exchange in water occurs by means of conduction with the surrounding water. The exceptions to this are the nonimmersed body parts, in most cases the head. The head can represent a significant site of heat loss to the environment owing to its minimal insulation and lack of vasoconstriction. For example, when the ambient temperature is 4°C, the uncovered head could be responsible for heat loss representing 50% of resting heat production, increasing to 75% at an ambient temperature of –15°C.

The heat dissipation capacity of water is considerably greater than that of air, as the ratio of heat conductivity of water to air is approximately 24:1. A body immersed in calm water is surrounded by a relatively stable “boundary layer” of fluid. Heat is conducted from the skin into this boundary layer as a function of the temperature gradient, heat transfer coefficient, and surface area of contact, as Equation 1 demonstrates:

\[ H = K A (T_w - T_{sk}) \]

where \( H \) represents heat transported, \( K \) the heat transfer coefficient, \( A \) the surface area of contact between skin and water, \( T_w \) the temperature of water, and \( T_{sk} \) the temperature of the skin.

Conservation of body heat and maintenance of core temperature during immersion depends on the temperature of the water. If there is no net heat loss or gain by the body during immersion, the water temperature is within the thermoneutral zone (also called the neutral zone or the vasomotor zone). The

![Fig. 17-1. Rectal temperature versus time relationship in one human volunteer under two types of cold stress: 0°C air and 10°C water. The subject is a young white man of average build, fat content, and physical fitness. He is dressed the same for both sessions. Note that even though the water temperature is 10°C higher than the air temperature, the decrease in core temperature is much more rapid in the water immersion, owing to the increased conductivity of the water compared with that of air.](image)
Cold Water Immersion

As the water temperature falls below the lower critical temperature, peripheral vasoconstriction can no longer effectively prevent heat loss. Therefore, heat loss exceeds the heat produced by the basal metabolic processes, and heat production must be increased to maintain the core temperature. The lower critical temperature is a function of subcutaneous fat thickness and ranges between 30°C and 34°C. Increased heat production can be accomplished by an increase in metabolic rate, voluntary muscle work (exercise), or shivering, in any combination. Although these three mechanisms will contribute to the maintenance of core temperature, in a cold water environment, the added physical activity associated with exercise will tend to disrupt (ie, to mix) the boundary layer and, to some extent, facilitate heat loss. These mechanisms (increased heat production and maximal vasoconstriction) may be able to stabilize core temperature for some time. However, if the cold stress is of sufficient magnitude and is continued for a long enough time, heat loss will eventually exceed heat production, leading to a decrease in core temperature and eventually to hypothermia. As the core temperature declines past a critical level, the rate of both tissue metabolism and shivering will be depressed, resulting in an accentuated drop in core temperature due to this depression of heat-production mechanisms.

The problem of maintaining core temperature during cold water immersion can be modeled as a simple two-compartment system in which the body core is separated from the surrounding environment by an insulating shell (Figure 17-3). Heat can move from the core through the shell by conduction, essentially a diffusive process, but this mechanism is a very slow transport process, owing to the distances involved. The major pathway for heat movement out of, or heat exchange with, the core and into the shell and subsequently facilitating transfer...
On 15–16 February 1995, three students in training to become US Army Rangers, ranging in age from 23 to 27 years, died of hypothermia during a routine patrol at the Florida Ranger camp. Failure in supervision and judgment, lack of situational awareness, and lack of control placed Ranger students in water too cold, too deep, and too long for safe operations.

The Ranger Training Brigade trains about 3,000 Ranger students each year. This training takes place in Fort Benning, Georgia, the mountains of northern Georgia, and in the swamps of Florida. The tragedy that occurred to class 3-1995 was a result of unfortunate human errors. However, it does bring to light the need to validate Army water exposure guidance tables.

These Ranger students died during the swamp phase of their training. This is the third and final phase of Ranger School, conducted at Camp Rudder, Florida. By this point in the ranger training process, the philosophy is to allow the student chain of command to make their own decisions involving navigation, judgment, and leadership. The Ranger Instructors (RIs) will only intervene when student errors have made the mission impossible, or make the training unsafe.

According to Ranger training standard operating procedures in preparation for the swamp field training exercise (FTX), water levels are checked 10 days and then again 2 days prior to the FTX. On the initial check, water levels were noted to be 12 to 18 inches lower than those encountered during the last FTX. However, during the 2-day prior check, the water level had risen 18 to 24 inches. Data from the National River Forecasting Agency indicated that the river was rising and would reach flood stage around 15 February. This information was not used by the Florida Ranger Training Brigade. The typical way water depth was measured was by visually checking various landmarks in the area rather than through a quantified, repeatable process.

The general forecast for the FTX was partly cloudy with temperatures ranging from 60°F to 70°F. Winds were from the south at 10 to 15 mph, with a 30% chance of rain. From the site recon on 14 February, water depth was noted as knee to mid-thigh deep. Water temperature on 15 February was 52°F, but rose to around 54°F to 59°F during the day.

The general mission for Class 3-1995 was to move 8 to 10 km downriver via a Zodiac boat, move a short distance (700–800 m) through the swamp, and move the remaining few kilometers over ground to their objective. On 15 February the FTX was given the go ahead. The Ranger students embarked downriver in their Zodiac boats.

At approximately 1400 hours, C Company’s student platoon leader missed his drop site. Because of the Ranger Training philosophy described above, the RI allowed him to continue downriver. B Company followed C Company downriver. A Company found their drop site and debarked their boats onto dry land. The completed their mission as planned. The decision to allow the student chain of command to continue downriver placed the RIs of B and C companies in an unfamiliar area of the swamp. This is one of the critical factors of this FTX.

Current Ranger standards allow students to be in chest-deep water of 50°F to 55°F for a maximum of 3 hours. If the water temperature is from 56°C to 60°C, the time limit increases to 5 hours. If the whole body is submerged, the time limit is no more than 5 minutes for either condition.

B and C companies found a drop site and reported that the water levels were much higher than briefed. Because of the current it was impossible to move back upriver to a different drop site. The Ranger students decided to move through the swamp away from the river, the general idea being that the water level would have to drop as they approached high ground. The first man entered the water at 1600 hours. Movement through the swamp was much more difficult than anticipated. After the students had been in the water for 1.5 hours, early signs of hypothermia were becoming evident. At this point the RIs took administrative control of the patrol and called for the first of several medical evacuation (medevac) requests.
The RIs decided the best way to reach high ground and get out of the water was by constructing rope bridges to cross the deep water. Because this contingency had not been planned for, it took about 30 to 45 minutes to complete the rope bridges and move all of the students across the water obstacle. During this time the students waited in the chest- to neck-deep water, causing their bodies to continue to cool. After crossing these water obstacles the companies were forced to continue their movement through the swamp.

The medevac helicopter was over the Ranger students by 1740 hours. It was not until 1840 hours that the medevac helicopter departed with the hypothermic students. This delay was caused by the confusion of the current situation as well as problems with extracting the three students from the swamp. All of these students survived.

Once the helicopter departed, the RIs attempted to get the students moving in an organized fashion toward higher ground. The students were reluctant to respond. Their legs were cramping and most were beginning to feel better by staying in one place. During the medevac, the rotor wash of the helicopter combined with the current of the river had caused a group of students to drift away from the main element. These students attempted to push on to high ground on their own. One RI organized a small group to move ahead of the main element. This group was to build a fire to help the students in the main element to rewarm, as well as to guide the lost group to their location.

By approximately 2100 hours, most of the students had reached high ground. However, several students were still missing in the swamp. RIs began searching for the missing Ranger students as individuals at the fire ignited flares to help guide the search. At this point another medevac helicopter arrived. The helicopter was called for seven students in critical need of medical attention. However, because of limited room aboard the helicopter, only five of these students were able to be evacuated. This medevac attempt was greatly hampered by all the confusion on the ground. In panic, the “lost” Ranger students had removed the red lenses from their flashlights. This caused problems for the pilot and crew because the signal for the medevac pickup point is a flashing white light. As the medevac attempt continued, RIs resumed their search. At 2200 hours, two students remained missing in the swamp. All other medevacs were called off because of the weather and the lack of logistical planning. The search was called off at 0340 hours to prevent any further casualties.

Of the soldiers who were successfully medevaced, one died in the emergency room. The two soldiers left behind were carried to the road and picked up by a forward line ambulance and transported to the emergency room. Both of these men were pronounced dead at approximately 0200 hours. At 0530 hours the search resumed for the last missing Ranger student. He was found at approximately 0730 hours lying on a log in the swamp less than 75 feet from high ground. This soldier was pronounced dead at 0853 hours.

The subsequent investigation of this incident prompted the Ranger Training Brigade to task the US Army Research Institute of Environmental Medicine to validate their water safety tables.

Exhibit compiled from material provided by the Public Affairs Office, US Army Infantry Center, Fort Benning, Georgia; 27 March 1995.
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Exhibit 17-1 continued
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The size or thickness of the shell is in fact determined by (a) the blood flow to it and (b) the effective area available for heat transport. An increase in blood flow to a body region effectively decreases the size of the shell, resulting in an increase in heat loss. Peripheral vasoconstriction, on the other hand, increases the shell by increasing its thickness and decreasing the effective area for heat transport. This results in an increased insulating capacity, restricting heat loss and maintaining core temperature.

Hypothermia can be insidious, as exemplified by the deaths of four soldiers (15-16 Feb 1995) who were undergoing the rigorous training to become US Army Rangers (Exhibit 17-1). From a physiological perspective, the students suffered from secondary hypothermia. They were in the ninth day of the final phase of their training at the Ranger School, Camp Rudder, Florida. The training was intense, and as part of that training the men were allowed three meals over 2 days. More than likely, the dif-
ference between the environmental air temperature (60°F–70°F) and the water temperature (52°F) played a role in their deaths. The warm air temperature may have given the false impression that the water was also warm. The men were moving in water at 52°F for a minimum of 1.5 hours. Thus, insufficient calories and sleep coupled with intense, prolonged exercise in cold water led to the deaths of four soldiers. As a consequence, the US Army Research Institute of Environmental Medicine (USARIEM), Natick, Massachusetts, developed new water exposure tables for the Rangers, the particulars of which are privileged information.15

All body regions do not respond with the same magnitude of peripheral vasoconstriction when placed under a cold stress. The trunk and head show minimal vasoconstriction, with the areas of maximal heat loss being the neck, lateral thorax, upper chest, and groin.16 Vasoconstriction of the fingers and toes may cause discomfort significant enough to jeopardize military operations, even though the core temperature is normal. Insulating capability of the shell is a function not only of blood flow but also of fat content. The more body fat contained in the shell, the less the reduction in core temperature for a given immersion water temperature,17 or the greater likelihood that the core temperature will stabilize at a given water temperature.18 The importance of the subcutaneous fat layer is illustrated by the successful English Channel swimmers, all of whom are well endowed with this insulation layer.9

### TABLE 17-1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Immersion Time (min)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Initial immersion</td>
<td>0–3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Short-term immersion</td>
<td>3–15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Long-term immersion</td>
<td>≥ 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Postimmersion</td>
<td>Core temperature may fall, but after the incident (ie&lt; afterdrop)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


**PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES TO COLD WATER IMMERSION**

The body’s response to cold water immersion progresses from an initial stress situation to eventual hypothermia and death, depending on time and intervention. During the initial phases of immersion and the stress of cold water exposure, hypothermia is not the major concern; other stresses on the body’s function are more life threatening. Tipton, Golden, and Hervey19,20 have approached the various physiological changes associated with water immersion in a stepwise fashion (Table 17-1). Based on their four stages—initial immersion, short-term immersion, long-term immersion, and postimmersion—and depending on the temperature of the water, it is unlikely that hypothermia would become a problem until some point in stage 3, long-term immersion. The magnitude (severity) of the physiological changes in each of the stages will depend on a number of factors: water temperature, circulation (ie, water current) or body movement or both, body size, body fat content, and the presence or absence of protective gear (clothing). Stage 4, postimmersion, encompasses changes in core temperature (afterdrop) that may occur following the immersion incident. Note that treatment for hypothermia (rewarming methodology and postimmersion collapse) will not be covered in this chapter, but interested readers can find the topic discussed in Chapter 16, Treatment of Accidental Hypothermia, and in publications by researchers in Great Britain.21,22

The initial response to immersion (stage 1) has a respiratory and cardiovascular component. Respirations may become uncontrolled, with reflex gasping and hyperventilation. This panic response will decrease the breath-holding time and may lead to aspiration with subsequent drowning.23 Hyperventilation, possibly reaching five times resting values, is associated with an increase in both tidal volume and breathing frequency. The increased ventilation will result in a decrease in the partial pressure of carbon dioxide in the alveolar gas (PACO₂) and subsequently in arterial blood (PaCO₂), an acute respiratory alkalosis leading to cerebral vasoconstriction (with its effects on mental function), and possibly tetanic convulsions.24 As the immersion time progresses, the minute ventilation decreases toward normal, the tidal volume remains increased, and the PACO₂ remains somewhat depressed.25

Heart rate response to cold water exposure depends on the length of exposure time and whether or not complete submersion has occurred. If the
victim’s face is immersed while he is breath-holding, then heart rate may decrease (bradycardia), an example of one component of the “diving response” or “diving reflex.” The complete diving reflex consists of the following components:

1. decrease in heart rate,
2. increase in total peripheral resistance,
3. decrease in cardiac output (ie, stroke volume), and
4. increase in mean arterial pressure.

In humans this cardiovascular reflex will occur during face-only immersion as well as in total body immersion. The predominant neural drive to the myocardium associated with the diving reflex is parasympathetic in origin. However, the general cold stimulus also activates the sympathetic neural pathway to the myocardium and drives the systemic changes in total peripheral resistance, resulting in the redistribution of organ (tissue) blood flow. This competition between augmented sympathetic and parasympathetic activity may be responsible for arrhythmias that occur at the end of—or just following—face immersion.

If total submersion or face immersion is absent or if breath-holding face immersion has ended, the remaining cardiovascular adjustments are a result of the initial cold stress. There is a dramatic increase in heart rate, which subsides after a few minutes but remains above preimmersion levels; the colder the water, the higher the heart rate. Other cardiovascular sequelae of cold-induced sympathetic activation are also evident: increased systemic arterial pressure, increased total peripheral resistance, and increased cardiac output. During this early sympathetic discharge phase, myocardial conduction abnormalities may be observed, such as atrial and ventricular extrasystoles and sinus arrhythmias.

The initial cardiovascular responses to sympathetic activity may eventually subside as the core temperature falls. Heart rate, cardiac output, and systemic arterial pressure will fall as a function of decreasing core temperature. Individual organ (heart, liver, kidney, and brain) blood flow will also progressively decrease at the rate of approximately 5% per degree Centigrade in core temperature drop (estimated from data in Blair).

The kinetics and conductance of ion channels in the myocardium are temperature dependent. Hypothermia will result in alterations in electrophysiological mechanisms, prolonged action potentials, and refractory period and progressive bradycardia. At temperatures between 28°C and 30°C, the myocardium becomes susceptible to ventricular tachyarrhythmias. The initial cold immersion insult may result in death from drowning, cardiovascular collapse, or both, but not from hypothermia. If the initial entry into the cold water is gradual (staged) or is a common occurrence for the individual (eg, cold water swimmers and divers), then the cardiovascular and respiratory changes may be significantly attenuated. If the victim survives the initial insult, the hyperventilation will subside, reducing the ventilation to match the metabolic needs. Heart rate will decrease toward preimmersion levels, with the final value depending on the water temperature. Peripheral vasoconstriction will persist during stages 2 and 3 as a means of preventing heat loss and maintaining core temperature.

The peripheral circulatory beds, such as fingers, toes, and ears, demonstrate a paradoxical response to cold exposure. The initial vasoconstriction induced by the cold exposure is followed in 5 to 15 minutes by a vasodilation of variable duration and magnitude (cold-induced vasodilation, CIVD). This is followed by a cyclic vasoconstriction-dilation phenomenon with a frequency of 3 to 5 per hour. This CIVD will result in an increase in skin temperature and may contribute to an increase in body heat loss. The magnitude, and therefore the importance, of the CIVD decreases as cold exposure time is prolonged and body heat content and core temperature decrease (CIVD is also discussed in Chapter 15, Nonfreezing Cold Injury).

In stages 2 and 3, shivering will begin in an attempt to increase heat production. The onset of shivering occurs at a skin temperature of 26°C. As the core temperature continues to fall, shivering will increase, reaching a maximum at a core temperature of approximately 35°C. A continued decrease in core temperature will be accompanied by suppression of shivering, with final cessation at a core temperature around 30°C.

The further physiological changes associated with cold water immersion in stage 3 will depend on both the water temperature and the exposure time. For the purposes of this discussion it is assumed that the victim is minimally clothed and in a negative heat balance; that is, losing more heat to the environment than can be produced by metabolic processes, shivering, and muscular activity. The rate of core temperature drop will be a function of the water temperature. Figure 17-4 is a compilation of rates of core temperature cooling from 17 sets of published data. The subjects in these experiments cannot be considered matched for all con-
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Fig. 17-4. The rate of core cooling data as a function of water temperature was extracted from 17 separate published reports (sources a–q, below) on experiments employing human volunteers. For the most part, the subjects were young white men of average build, fat content, and physical fitness. The subjects were not wearing any clothing or employing any devices that were designed to protect against cold exposure.


Distributing variables. They were, however, for the most part, young, fit men of average body type not participating in any type of exercise or wearing any special clothing to protect against heat loss during the time of immersion. The data demonstrate the magnitude of core temperature drop as a function of water temperature. These data illustrate the variability from experiment to experiment when evaluating core temperature changes as a function of cold stress.

In emergencies, physiological compensatory mechanisms such as shivering, pulse, and loss of reflexes can be used to obtain a rough estimate of core temperature. Table 17-2 summarizes the relationship between core temperature and signs and symptoms of hypothermia. The data are divided into three ranges of core temperature: mild hypothermia, 37°C to 33°C; moderate hypothermia, 32°C to 27°C; and severe hypothermia, 26°C to 18°C.

Military research into human performance in extreme environments is conducted by many nations. In 1996, Commander Wolf J. Haenert, MD, PhD, Medical Corps, German Navy, visited the Naval Health Research Center, San Diego, California, and subsequently submitted to Robert S. Pozos, PhD, then head of the Department of Applied Physiology there, a translated report on the German experience with survivors of shipwrecks during World War II. The report, written by Dr. V. Hartmann, a
TABLE 17-2
SIGNS, SYMPTOMS, AND PHYSIOLOGICAL CHANGES ASSOCIATED WITH PROGRESSIVE HYPOTHERMIA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage of Hypothermia</th>
<th>Core Temperature</th>
<th>Signs and Symptoms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>37 (98.6)</td>
<td>Normal rectal temperature</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mild</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Increased metabolic rate due to exercise and shivering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>35</td>
<td>Maximum shivering thermogenesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>34</td>
<td>Amnesia, dysarthria, and judgment problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>33</td>
<td>Ataxia and apathy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>Stupor; oxygen consumption 75% of normal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>31</td>
<td>Shivering stops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Possible cardiac arrhythmias; pulse and cardiac output 66% of normal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>29</td>
<td>Decreasing consciousness, pulse, and respirations; dilated pupils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Increased sensitivity to ventricular fibrillation; pulse and oxygen consumption 50% of normal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>27 (80.6)</td>
<td>Loss of voluntary motion and reflexes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Major acid–base problems; no response to pain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Cerebral blood flow 30% of normal; possible pulmonary edema</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Loss of corneal and oculocephalic reflexes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Maximum risk of ventricular fibrillation; oxygen consumption 25% of normal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Pulse 20% of normal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19 (66.2)</td>
<td>Electroencephalogram flat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Asystole</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


medical officer in the German Navy, and Dr. Haenert (who also translated the report), is presented in toto in the Attachment at the end of this chapter. It contains a key observation about afterdrop and documents the rewarming of victims of hypothermia with hot water. In addition, it mentions rewarming victims of hypothermia with a fire. In field situations, many different methods are used to rewarm victims of hypothermia. However, rewarming with hot water is not possible except aboard ship, and even then, caution should be exercised by monitoring heart rate and blood pH. Warming with fire has disadvantages in that it promotes peripheral vasodilation, which can promote afterdrop. Even in 1944, the advantages of protective clothing were noted.

**GENDER DIFFERENCES IN THERMOREGULATION**

Differences in thermal regulation between men and women were reported in the early 1940s.60 However, only since the late 1970s have the scientific community and funding agencies turned their efforts to address these gender differences.61 The data are at some points confusing and, to say the least, incomplete.

**Body Characteristics**

Some of the differences in temperature regulation observed between men and women may be attributed to anthropomorphic characteristics. Compared to men, women tend to be of smaller stature, with resultant larger surface area-to-body mass ratio and lower total thermal mass; these contribute to a more rapid heat loss and decrease in core temperature when exposed to cold stress.62 The lower muscle mass of women (vs men) will produce less metabolic heat from both exercise and shivering, leading to a decreased ability to supply heat to the core. The thicker subcutaneous fat layer in women will provide more insulating capacity in the shell and to some extent retard heat loss. However, the net result for women is a faster cooling rate when exposed to an environmental cold stress.63
Temperature Regulation and the Menstrual Cycle

The reproductive system has an important effect on female thermoregulation. In the follicular phase of the menstrual cycle (the first half of the cycle, beginning with the onset of menses and ending with ovulation), women thermoregulate similarly to men if both genders are at comparable fitness levels. However, during the luteal phase of the menstrual cycle (the second half, from ovulation to the onset of menses), hormonal and physiological changes associated with ovulation significantly affect thermoregulation. Resting core temperature is elevated, and onset of sweating occurs at a higher temperature, suggesting that the set point for temperature regulation has been elevated.

During the luteal phase, finger blood flow shows a greater cold-induced vasoconstriction and a slower recovery when compared with the follicular phase of the menstrual cycle. It has also been observed that there are menstrual cycle changes in the blood flow of the forearm, leg, and calf. Regulation of cutaneous blood flow in response to cold exposure is primarily under sympathetic control, and studies have demonstrated the influence of estrogen on the sympathetic nervous activity. Evidence from animal studies indicates that estrogen induces an up-regulation (vasoconstriction) of α2-adrenoreceptors. Although much less investigated, the same effects seem to be true for progesterone.

Cold-induced vasospastic disorders such as Raynaud’s phenomenon are more common in women, with the female-to-male ratio ranging from 2:1 to 9:1. The onset of these vasospastic attacks occurs with menarche; the attacks subside after menopause. The frequency and severity of cold-induced vasospastic episodes also vary with the phase of the menstrual cycle and subside during pregnancy.

Behavioral differences are also associated with the menstrual cycle. In the luteal phase, women sense changes in skin temperature more quickly than during the follicular phase. In addition, women have a higher skin temperature preference in the luteal phase. Both these modifications are consistent with an increase in the temperature set point.

Differences in Response to Cold Water Immersion

Data suggest that women exhibit a more rapid drop in core temperature than men when immersed in cold water. This increased rate of core temperature fall is present if both genders are matched for body fat content. Increased body fat in women does provide insulation during water immersion; however, the larger surface area-to-mass ratio and the lower thermal mass contributing to heat production will result in women’s faster initial cooling rate during water immersion, compared with that of men.

As mentioned earlier, exercise during cold water immersion may produce sufficient heat to retard the drop in core temperature. For men and women of the same body fat composition, decreases in core temperature are greater for women in the resting state or when performing light exercise; however, with more intense exercise, women maintain a higher core temperature than men. If men and women exercise at the same absolute work intensity, there is no difference in cooling rate. Under these conditions the women are exercising at a higher percentage of their maximal aerobic power and are therefore producing a greater amount of heat per unit thermal mass. Women exercising at the same percentage of their maximal aerobic power as men will cool at a faster rate, illustrating the imbalance between heat loss and production.

PROTECTIVE CLOTHING

Two types of protection can be provided for survival in the case of cold water immersion: flotation devices and hypothermia protection. Therefore, it is beneficial during stage 1 of immersion to be equipped with some type of personal flotation device. The minimal function of this device is to float the victim in such a manner as to keep the face out of the water. The victim will not have to expend energy to stay afloat and will be protected from drowning if or when hypothermia progresses to the point that voluntary efforts to maintain flotation are no longer possible.

Numerous garments have been designed for hypothermia protection during accidental cold water immersion. One such garment is constructed to function as workable clothing in air, and will provide both flotation and hypothermia protection if the individual falls into cold water (Figure 17-5).
These suits and jackets do not keep the victim dry; water enters the garment and is trapped between the victim’s body and the suit. Body heat, provided in part by shivering, warms the trapped water, which in this case represents the “boundary layer,” and the suit’s insulating capacity minimizes the heat loss to the surrounding environment. Figure 17-6 plots data from a subject who was immersed in 10°C water on three different occasions, dressed as follows:

1. As a control, the subject wore street clothes (cotton underwear, shirt, jeans, socks, and tennis shoes) with flotation provided only by a neck collar.
2. The subject wore a jacket equipped with a groin flap to minimize water movement through the jacket.
3. Later, the subject also wore a flotation full-body suit.

The subject’s core (rectal) temperature reached 35.6°C by 30 minutes in the control condition, by 60 minutes when clothed in the jacket, and remained above this level for 3 hours when clothed in the full body suit.

**Fig. 17-6.** Data representing the rectal temperature versus time plots of a single volunteer undergoing three testing conditions. The subject is a young white man of average build, fat content, and physical fitness. The three water immersions took place at least one week apart, and the water temperature each time was 10°C. In the control condition (T_c) the subject was clothed in regular street attire; in the other two conditions the subject wore either a jacket (T_j) or a deck suit (T_ds) designed for hypothermia protection.
Many military operations require clandestine operations involving Special Forces or US Navy SEALs, who travel to their targets in open minisubmarines and subsequently swim to shore. These operations require scuba diving gear and, in cold water, various kinds of insulating suits. In most operations of this nature, the personnel experience severely cold feet or hands rather than hypothermia. Although the personnel have adequate oxygen and insulation for their truncal regions, pronounced vasoconstriction of the digits—even though they are wearing special gloves and footwear—remains a major challenge for the execution of cold water submersible operations.

The efficiency of long-term survival suits (Figure 17-7), which are designed to keep the victim dry and provide hypothermia protection, is illustrated in the data plotted in Figure 17-8. These one-piece, full-body suits allow little or no water into the garment when the subject falls into the water. In this test, the subject was immersed in ice water for 6 hours, and his core temperature remained above 37°C for the entire exposure.

In general, as these data show (see Figures 17-6 and 17-8), some type of flotation device and protective clothing are essential for survival when the victim is in danger of long-term exposure to cold water immersion.

**NEAR-DROWNING: HYPOTHERMIA AND THE DIVING RESPONSE**

The preceding discussion has for the most part been limited to immersion cold stress under conditions in which the head of the victim remains out of the water. If, however, submersion results in hypoxia due to aspiration or laryngospasm, the accident is classified as a drowning. On the other hand, if the victim is recovered, successfully resuscitated, and lives for “some time” (usually 24 h), the event is classified as a near-drowning.80,81

Many military operations require clandestine operations involving Special Forces or US Navy SEALs, who travel to their targets in open minisubmarines and subsequently swim to shore. These operations require scuba diving gear and, in cold water, various kinds of insulating suits. In most operations of this nature, the personnel experience severely cold feet or hands rather than hypothermia. Although the personnel have adequate oxygen and insulation for their truncal regions, pronounced vasoconstriction of the digits—even though they are wearing special gloves and footwear—remains a major challenge for the execution of cold water submersible operations.

The cases of near-drowning most often reported in the popular press involve victims who are young,82 have fallen into cold water (≤ 10°C), at the time of recovery are profoundly hypothermic, and have been submerged for a relatively long time. The maximum reported immersion time of a survivor is 66 minutes.83 The question most often asked is *why* do these individuals survive when others do not. Which scientific explanation best explains the
why remains controversial and the reason for this is best expressed by Gooden,84 who believes that a major obstacle in the rigorous scientific study of survival from near-drowning is the paucity of objective data from the time the victim enters the water to arrival at the hospital.

Theories for the survival from near-drowning include the following:

1. externally induced hypothermia, resulting in brain and body cooling,47 or internal and external hypothermia induced by drowning;
2. the diving response, resulting in oxygen conservation; and
3. a combination of the first two.

Published approaches to near-drowning survival either support mechanisms that combine both the diving response and hypothermia or discount the diving response as irrelevant and attribute survival to a rapid-cooling phenomenon.

If we assume that the diving response is of minimal or no importance with respect to preservation of life in the near-drowning scenario, and that the entire beneficial effect resides in the decrease in body temperature, then the water must be extremely cold and heat must be lost at a very rapid rate. Observations in subjects undergoing head-out water immersion (see Figure 17-4) show that even in very cold water (eg, 5°C), the rate of core temperature drop is only 0.06°C per minute. It must be pointed out that the body has very effective measures to counter the onset of early hypothermia (ie, peripheral vascular constriction to conserve heat and shivering thermogenesis to produce more heat). The decrease in core temperature may not be rapid enough to provide sole protection for the central nervous tissue. Hypothermia can also be induced by aspirating cold water, which if combined with external cooling, would cool the core very fast.

The diving response has been described in some detail earlier in this chapter. It is present in children, is more pronounced if stimulated by cold water, and is increased under conditions of excessive stress. Face immersion and apnea are accompanied by bradycardia, a decreased limb (ie, peripheral) blood flow, decreased kidney and splanchnic blood flow, and a decreased heat loss. The decrease in organ blood flow would tend to minimize oxygen utilization by those tissues. Also, the decreased heart rate and cardiac output will further reduce cardiac work and therefore oxygen consumption by the myocardium. The overall result is a decrease in metabolism, providing an oxygen-conserving function.82 In real life, possibly, drowning and the diving response work together to cause a drop in core temperature.

ACCLIMATIZATION

To be consistent with the definitions given by Young,85 cold acclimatization (or acclimation) means in this chapter “physiological adjustments in response to chronic cold stress.”85(p419) On the other hand, cold adaptation refers to “genetic effects manifested as a result of natural selection.”85(p419) The problem in the evaluation of cold acclimatization arises from the wide range in exposure intensity. The magnitude of the intensity is determined by surface area of exposure, ambient temperature, and environmental media (air or water). Because this chapter discusses immersion situations, acclimatization will be limited to cold water exposure.

Depending on the severity of the cold exposure, acclimatization can occur with or without an associated decrease in core temperature. For example, commercial fishermen are required to use their hands in extremely cold water for extended periods while the remainder of their body is relatively well protected from the elements.86,87 Under these conditions, the subjects show a reduced vasoconstrictor response to cold stress. An example of this reduced vasoconstriction on exposure to cold is seen in arctic explorers (Figure 17-9). This alteration of the physiological response to cold will supply warm blood to the extremities, preventing frostbite and freezing injuries as well as prolonging dexterity. However, owing to the fact that the total area of exposure is small and the remainder of the body is protected, there will be no decrease in core temperature.

The next level of exposure would consist of repeated total body immersion for short periods of time. Under these conditions there is little or no change in core temperature; however, there is a delayed onset of shivering.88 Because even a short immersion in cold water is a major stress, longer exposures magnify the problem and make it very difficult to measure physiological changes that may reflect acclimatization. To minimize these difficulties and evaluate acclimatization, the subject’s response to cold air exposure, a much lesser stress, is evaluated following repeated cold water immersion. This approach was applied by Young and colleagues89 and Bittel.90 Both studies showed a de-
Fig. 17-9. The data represent the skin temperature of the subjects’ right index finger immersed in ice water (0°C) as a function of time. The group of arctic explorers is compared with a group of controls matched for gender, age, and body type. Skin temperature is a function of skin blood flow. The explorers show much less rapid vasoconstriction when exposed to the ice water, and the magnitude of the drop is less than that seen in the control group. Adapted with permission from Hoffman RG, Wittmers LE. Cold vasodilatation, pain and acclimatization in arctic explorers. J Wilderness Med. 1990;1:230.

The information presented in this chapter has focused on the physiological and behavioral responses to cold water immersion. When compared with cold air exposure, cold water is a much greater stress, drawing heat away from the body approx imately 20-fold faster than air of the same temperature. Protection against heat loss in cold water environments is possible, as long as personnel wear protective garments (ie, jackets and suits) as discussed. However, the suddenness of cold water accidents may preclude the opportunity to wear cold water protective gear. In such cases, the onset of hypothermia and drowning is swift and lethal.

Initially, cold stress results in peripheral vasoconstriction. This vascular response provides a method of conserving heat, essentially limiting heat delivery from the body core and increasing the external insulating layer. As the cold exposure continues, heat loss is compensated for by increased heat production, either from shivering or from muscle contraction. However, when heat loss exceeds heat production, core temperature starts to drop and the subjects proceed toward hypothermia. Changes in the individual’s physiology and behavior will signal the magnitude of the core temperature drop and indicate the precautions to be taken or the treatment to be given.

It should be emphasized that cold water immersion, even when the water temperature is relatively mild (but below core temperature) has a great potential for producing the life-threatening condition of hypothermia. In addition, cold water may cause cardiovascular collapse, or drowning, or both.
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Chapter 17: ATTACHMENT

SHIPWRECK AND HYPOTHERMIA: EXPERIENCES GAINED BY THE GERMAN NAVY, 1939–1945

As a result of the loss of documents at the end of World War II, the German Naval Medical Service has not been able as yet to prepare a comprehensive medical report, but only managed to present an overview obtained by individual existing reports. Thus, it is also no longer possible to determine the number of naval personnel who died as a result of hypothermia or fatigue or the number of civilians killed during the great ship foundering in the course of the evacuation of the East in 1945. According to estimates, however, tens of thousands of people died in the icy floods.

Like the states of the western allies, the German Naval Medical Service was inadequately prepared for hypothermia problems of shipwrecked persons at the beginning of the war. Although many members of the Navy had been shipwrecked during World War I, the rescue capabilities at the beginning of the century were limited to such an extent that most persons had already died when they were recovered, and the cause of death was simply considered "drowning." Thus, an original clinical picture of hypothermia was neither assumed nor scientifically examined until the outbreak of World War II.

The 1940 publications of The Medical Advisor for Submarines and the Bulletin on Medical Measures to be Taken in the Case of Submarine Accidents did not yet deal with issues concerning hypothermia or cold water rescue. Only the improved rescue capabilities, and in particular, the events during the occupation of Norway in spring 1940, with a large number of shipwrecked persons in the cold waters of the Skagerrak and North Sea as well as the now frequent sea engagements in the northern area, forced those in command to intensively work on medical issues concerning distress at sea. The Army and Air Force only started to deal with similar problems after the mass occurrence of cold injuries during the winter battle near Moscow in 1941, and because of the large number of ditched aircraft crews suffering from cold injuries. At this point, it should be specifically pointed out that the Naval Medical Service was in no way involved in the hypothermia experiments in concentration camps, although it profited passively by the results of these experiments.

For the invasion operation, almost the entire German fleet was standing in Scandinavian waters in the morning hours of 9 April 1940. There were various sea engagements and several thousands of shipwrecked German forces. The available reports give evidence of the amazingly inadequate preparation and of the ignorance of the crews and embarked personnel, as well as of the poor medical facilities in view of the risks imposed by shipwreck and hypothermia. What alarmed the helpers again and again was the frequently observed phenomenon of the "afterdrop." After the foundering of a troop carrier, 79 members of the Army were drifting in the Skagerrak at a water temperature of 1°C. Thirty of the crew had taken off their clothes to enable them to swim better; the rest wore protective clothing. None of those who remained clothed died; after they were rescued and had changed into dry clothes they were fit for duty again. Those who had removed their clothes lay shivering in the berths of the destroyer crew after their rescue. Subjectively, they felt well and still comprehensively discussed the individual phases of the torpedoing. Suddenly, one after the other fell silent and lifelessly sank back onto the berth. They all died within 6 hours. The ship’s doctor, who was overtaxed with the treatment of the casualties, immediately administered Lobelin and cardiovascular drugs to the collapsed patients, but without success (Tidow, 1960, p38).

At the same time, the cruiser Blücher, with a crew of 1,400 men and approximately 650 embarked Army soldiers, was torpedoed in the Oslo Fjord. The water temperature in this area was 2°C, the air temperature 0°C. The distance from the foundering ship to the dry land was only 300 to 400 meters, or about 20 minutes’ swimming. Still, hundreds of soldiers died from fatigue or hypothermia. The surviving third ship’s doctor, naval medical assistant Dr Pietsch, reported:

On the smaller islands many numb persons were lying who refused to jump into the water despite shouts from the shore to swim the last meters to the shore. Upon that, I jumped into the water, reached some islands and was able ... to take 6 men ashore. In one case resuscitative measures were unsuccessful. All others were recovered in front of lighted fires some faster, others slower (Medical Action Report, pp116–117).

Only after June 1941 did the Naval Medical Office in the German Naval Supreme Command for ships and boats without doctors issue preliminary directives for the treatment of rescued shipwrecked persons. The directives demanded the slow warming of patients suffering from severe hypothermia. The patients were initially to be kept in cool rooms, rubbed, and packed in dry clothes. These directives, however, taking individual circumstances into account, were already slightly modified to the following:

The decision as to which rescued persons are to be treated as patients suffering from hypothermia cannot alone be made on the basis of duration of stay in the water and the prevailing water temperature. The degree of hypothermia varies from individual to individual. Therefore, the objective impression must be also taken into consideration.
This directive attached particular importance to the careful transport of patients suffering from hypothermia on the receiving ship. By 1942, the principles of treatment had changed. Now the rapid warming therapy was propagated as the best treatment method for patients suffering from severe hypothermia. This opinion was retained until the end of the war. Thus, the Medical Advisor for Submarines formulated in 1944:

a. Shipwrecked persons suffering from hypothermia must in any case be subjected to an immediate intensive warming. This rewarming is accomplished by means of
   • hot baths at about 45°C, or
   • hot showers at about 45°C, or
   • repeated pouring over with fairly hot water.

b. As an additional measure, cold compresses are applied to the forehead.

c. Cardiac stimulants are to be slowly injected after the body has warmed internally, otherwise there is a risk of shock.

d. The administration of alcohol has is to be avoided until circulation, respirations and consciousness are completely normal again (Medical Advisor for Submarines, 1944, p32).

In addition, the regulation pointed out for the first time that in cases of immersions, unnecessary swimming movements should be avoided and only should rely on the floating capacity of the life jacket.

In the course of time, the positive effect of an appropriate and adequate clothing of the shipwrecked person in the water became more and more evident and led to changes in training. The crew members who during the first years of the war had taken off their warming clothing before jumping into the water in order to be able to swim better were now “repeatedly reminded to keep all clothes on the body, whenever possible” (Missler, 1981, p19). The success of such measures became evident during the foundering of a destroyer in the polar sea in May 1942. Thirty-eight crew members, most of the personnel from the upper deck with life jackets underneath their protective clothing reached—after a longer period of swimming at a water temperature of 1°C and an air temperature of –10°C and a wind force of 5—floating parts of the wreck that were constantly flooded by the sea. Six hours after the sinking, a submarine took in the shipwrecked persons. During the examination, the rescue personnel noticed that the upper bodies were in parts still dry while the outer clothing had turned into icy armor, which had to be cut open with knives and saws. Therapeutically, the rapid rewarming was performed; however, three boiler men wearing lighter clothing died after a short time.

Various reports also point out the important role of a stable psychical constitution and a strict discipline of shipwrecked persons suffering from hypothermia. For example, in autumn 1942, a lifeboat with 4 survivors and 20 corpses reached the coast of northern Norway after a cruise of almost 9 days. At wind force 7, a sea disturbance of 5–6, with only a small supply of food and inadequate clothing, the passengers were completely soaked and suffering from hypothermia. The chief coxswain had the command in the boat and held the control fin in his arms with his last ounce of strength, because his hands were frostbitten and he could no longer use them. During the cruise many of the passengers suffered from states of delusion and confusion and force had to be used to prevent them from jumping overboard. Discipline was good until the end.

In another case, a rescued shipwrecked person in the wintry Baltic Sea in 1945 reported on a person who was shipwrecked for the second time and who, in an almost hopeless situation, motivated a group of swimmers to hold out until their rescue (compare Missler, 1981).

The extraordinarily different circumstances in the area of submarine warfare in relation to shipwreck and hypothermia is illustrated by the following report on the last mission of the submarine U 550 at the East Coast of the United States on 16 April 1944 (compare Haenert, 1994). It shows in an exemplary manner how shipwrecked submarine crews were not always taken in by enemy vessels but were sometimes abandoned to their fates:

During a convoy battle, the type IX C submarine with a crew of 57 men was pursued with depth charges by superior US screen units and forced to surface. When the upper hatch was opened, three destroyers lying in a circle around the submarine fired at it with their internal guns. Resistance was no longer possible amidst the hail of shells; rather, the U 550 quickly foundered so that the crew left the submarine in two groups and swam away from the wreck. The only rescue facilities on board the submarine were divers and several one-man inflatable lifeboats. As protective clothing, parts of the crew wore a leather combination; others had not found the time to put on warmer clothing. The embarked naval medical assistant, Dr Torge, did not have the opportunity to take any additional lifesaving measures. The larger group of about 40 persons under the command of the first officer on watch swam toward the nearest US destroyer, as ordered. The destroyer, however, suddenly pulled away and did not make any rescue attempt. All of the soldiers died of hypothermia. The second group, 13 members of the crew, swam in the 5°C cold water for about 15 minutes to the USS Joyce drifting the vicinity, which took them aboard. On board, medical treatment was provided to those who suffered from moderate hypothermia or gunshot injuries.
With the activation of the small combat elements of the German Navy late in 1944, hypothermia problems gained a new significance. The crew members of these very different surface and subsurface vessels were particularly exposed to the cold. Therefore, the Navy tested cold protection measures in September 1944 for the first time. The first tests were performed on the foam suits of the Air Force, during which the soldiers noticed not only the significant insulation provided but also the good buoyancy and horizontal position in the water that the foam suits allowed. Later, the wool-in-plush underwear of the frogmen was also improved (compare Hartmann and Noeldike, 1994).

Irrespective of all efforts aimed at improving hypothermia therapy and prophylaxis, the effects of hypothermia reached a sad climax during the disastrous foundering in the wintry Baltic Sea in the course of the evacuation of the eastern German territories. Expert prophylaxis and treatment were impossible from the very beginning, in the view of the large number of refugees. As examples of the terrible death toll at the end of the war stand two overcrowded refugee ships, the Wilhelm Gustloff and the Goya, which were torpedoed on 30 January and 17 April 1945, respectively, carrying about 6,000 people each, mainly women and children. Both ships sank and their passengers died of exposure to the cold.
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